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Abstract- In this work, we revisited the priority-first
sequential-search decoding algorithm proposed in [5]. By adopting a new metric other than the conventional Fano one, the
sequential-search decoding in [5] guarantees the maximumlikelihood (ML) performance, and hence, was named the
maximum-likelihood sequential decoding algorithm (MLSDA). In
comparison with the other maximum-likelihood decoders, it was
shown in [5] that the software computational complexity of the
MLSDA is in general markedly smaller than that of the Viterbi
algorithm.
A common problem on sequential-type decoding is that at the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) below the one corresponding to the
cutoff rate, the average decoding complexity per information bit
and the required stack size grow rapidly with the information
length [7]. This problem somehow prohibits the practical use
of sequential-type decoding on convolutional codes with long
information sequence at low SNRs. In order to alleviate the
problem in the MLSDA, we propose in this work to directly
eliminate the top path whose end node is A-trellis-level prior to
the farthest one among all nodes that have been expanded thus far
by the sequential search, which we termed the early elimination.
Simulations show that a level threshold A around three times
of the code constraint length is sufficient to secure a near-ML
performance. As a consequence of the small early-elimination
threshold required, the proposed early-elimination modification
not only can considerably reduce the needed stack size but also
makes the average decoding computations per information bit
irrelevant to the information length.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 2002, a new metric for use in the priority-first sequentialsearch decoding algorithm was derived based on the Wagner
rule [5]. It was then proved in [5] that adopting the new metric
rather than the conventional Fano one can make the priorityfirst sequential-search decoding a maximum-likelihood one.
For referring convenience, the new sequential-type decoding
algorithm was named the maximum-likelihood sequential de-

coding algorithm (MLSDA).
Under the premise of the maximum-likelihood performance,
the authors in [5] observed by simulations that the average
software decoding complexity of the MLSDA is in general
considerably smaller than that of the software-based Viterbi
algorithm when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel is larger than 2 dB.
1-4244-1429-6/07/$25.00 ©2007 IEEE

Similar to the Viterbi algorithm, the decoding burdens
of the sequential-type decoding algorithms, both in memory
consumption and in computational complexity, grows as the
length of the information sequence increases. Yet, in order to
compensate the SNR loss due to the additional zeros at the
end of the information sequence, a long information sequence
is often preferred in practice.
A solution to alleviate the decoding burdens as a consequence of the required long information sequence is to
introduce the path truncation concept of the Viterbi algorithm
to the sequential decoding algorithm [9]. In this paper, an
alternative approach to lower the decoding complexity and
memory requirement of the sequential decoding is proposed
and examined. Specifically, instead of tracing back the top
path in stack to force the decision of the symbols beyond
the backsearch limit as similar to the Viterbi algorithm [9],
we propose to directly eliminate the top path whose end
node is A-trellis-level prior to the farthest one among all
nodes that have been expanded thus far by the sequential
search, which we termed the early elimination. Simulation
results indicate that a level threshold around three times of
the code constraint length is sufficient to guarantee negligible
performance degradation for the MLSDA.

As a result of the small early-elimination threshold required
for near maximum-likelihood performance, the MLSDA with
early-elimination modification excludes considerable computational burdens by directly eliminating a big number of the
top paths, and its average computational complexity per information bit becomes irrelevant to the length of the information
sequence.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system
model is briefed in Section II, followed by the quote of the
MLSDA. The early elimination modification of the MLSDA is
presented in Section III. Simulation results are presented and
remarked in Section IV. Section V concludes this paper and
addresses some possible future work.
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II. SYSTEM MODEL AND THE MLSDA

Consider a binary (n, k, m) convolutional code with finite input information sequence of k x L bits, followed by
k x m zeros to clear the encoder memory. Put a binary
codeword of the considered (n, k, m) convolutional code by
v A (VO,Vl, .. .,VN ), where each vj C {0, 1}, and NA
n(L + m). Assume that v is transmitted over a binaryinput time-discrete memoryless channel with channel output
r = (rO, rl,... ,rN1). Define hard-decision sequence y
(YO, Y, , YN- 1) corresponding to r as:
1 if Oj < 0;
A
8n!~ 1 0, otherwise,
where

jA log Pr(rj vj =0)

Pr(rj vj =2)

and Pr(rj vj) denotes the channel transition probability of rj
given vj.
By the Wagner rule, the maximum-likelihood decoding
output v for received vector r can be obtained by:
v= y e,

(1)

where "El" is the bit-wise exclusive-or operation, e* is the
one with the smallest Ez=71
e0 y among all error patterns
e C {0, 1}N satisfying
eHT

yHT,

H is the parity check matrix of the equivalent block code
of the (n, k, m) convolutional code with rate kLln(L + m),
and superscript "T" is the matrix transpose operation. Based
on (1), the authors in [5] then showed that the greedy-innature priority-first sequential-search decoding can be made
maximum-likelihood, if the Fano metric in the conventional
sequential decoding algorithm is replaced by a metric defined
as:

iI(Xi(en-1))

fn-1

A

E ,u(Xi).

j=O

(2)

i) C {O,i}Xn represents
where X(en-1) A (xrOX2lx
the label of a path ending at level f in the (n, k, m) convolutional code tree, and

,u(xi)

A (Y ex

) q5j

For this reason, the new sequential-type decoder is named the
maximum-likelihood sequential decoding algorithm (MLSDA)

[5].

By adding a second stack, the MLSDA can be refined to
operate on a code trellis instead of a code tree [5]. The two
stacks used in the trellis-based MLSDA are referred to as the
Open Stack and the Closed Stack. The Open Stack contains
all paths that end at the frontier part of the trellis being thus
far explored (cf. Fig. 1). This stack is named the Open Stack
because the paths in it are possibly expanded (hence, remained
Open) in the future during the sequential search. The Open
Stack functions similarly as the single stack in the conventional

sequential decoding algorithm. The Closed Stack stores the
information of the ending states and ending levels of those
paths that had been the top paths of the Open Stack. These two
information suffices to determine whether two paths intersect
during the sequential search.
We quote the trellis-based MLSDA [5] below for completeness.
<Trellis-Based MLSDA>
Step 1. Load the Open Stack with the origin node whose
metric is zero.
Step 2. Put into the Closed Stack both the state and level
of the end node of the top path in the Open Stack.
Compute the path metnic for each of the successor
paths of the top path in the Open Stack by adding
the branch metric of the extended branch to the path
metric of the top path. Delete the top path from the
Open Stack.
Step 3. Discard the successor paths in Step 2, which end at
a node that has the same state and level as any entry
in the Closed Stack. If any successor path ends at
the same node as a path in the current Open Stack,
eliminate the path with higherpath metric.
Step 4. Insert the remaining successor paths into the Open
Stack in order of ascending path metrics.
Step 5. If the top path in the Open Stack reaches the end of
the convolutional code trellis, the algorithm stops;
otherwise go to Step 2.
It should be pointed out that the computational efforts
of the sequential-search decoding algorithms, including the
trellis-based MLSDA, are determined not only by the number
of metrics computed but also by the cost of searching and
inserting of the stack elements. However, it can be shown that
the latter cost becomes of comparable order to the former if
the stack is implemented in terms of the double-ended heap
(DEAP) [1] data structure. This justifies the common usage of
the number of metric computations as the main determinant of
the algorithmic complexity of the sequential-search decoding
algorithm.
III. EARLY ELIMINATION SCHEME

As shown in Fig. 1, suppose that the path ending at node
C is a portion of the final code path to be located at the end
of the sequential search, and suppose that the path ending at
node B happens to be the current top path. Then, expanding
node B until all of its offsprings finally have decoding metrics
exceeding those of the successors of the path ending at
node C may consume considerable but actually unnecessary
number of computational efforts, as well as memory size.
This observation hints that by directly eliminating the top path
whose level is no larger than (tmax -A), where £max is the
largest level for all nodes that have been expanded thus far
by the sequential search and A is a properly chosen level
threshold, the computational complexity and the stack size
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Fig. 1. Early elimination threshold A.
1 04

consumption of the priority-first sequential-search algorithm
may be reduced without sacrificing much of the performance.
Based on the above observation, we propose to set a threshold A in the trellis-based MLSDA, and directly eliminate the
top path whose level is no larger than (tmax- A). For this
modification, we only need to modify Step 2 in the trellisbased MLSDA as follows.
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Fig. 2. Performances under different early elimination thresholds for
(2,1,6) convolutional codes with information length L = 100.
10

<Trellis-Based MLSDA with Early Elimination>
Step 2'. Perform the following check before executing the
original Step 2 in the trellis-based MLSDA.
. If the top path in the Open Stack ends at a
node whose level is no larger than (fmax- A),
directly eliminate the top path, and go to Step 5;
otherwise, update £max if it is smaller than the
ending level of the current top path.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We now examine the reduction of computational complexity
and stack size requirement of the early elimination modification for (2,1,6) convolutional code with generator polynomial
[554 744] (in octal) except in Figs. 3 and 6.
We first determine the sufficient early elimination threshold
that yields negligible performance degradation. As shown
in Fig. 2, when A is around three times of the constraint
length, namely, 20, ML performance is closely achieved for
all Eb/No's simulated. Even if A is reduced to 18, the
performance degradation is still less than 0.1 dB. This observation remains valid for codes with longer constraint length as
indicated in Fig. 3, which shows that less than three times of
constraint length, namely, 30, is sufficient to provide near-ML
performance for (2, 1,12) convolutional code.
We next simulate the average number of branch metric
computations per information bit for the MLSDA with early
elimination. It can be observed from Fig. 4 that the computational complexity is significantly reduced at low and
medium SNRs. For example, at EbINo = 4.5 dB, the MLSDA
with early elimination threshold A = 20 only requires 3.36
metric computations per information bit. This number is less
than one-half of 7.24, which is the average computational
complexity of the MLSDA without early elimination.
Figure 5 depicts the average computational complexity per
information bit against the information length L at different
Eb/No. This figure indicates that the average computational
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Fig. 3. Performances under different early elimination thresholds
for (2,1,12) convolutional codes with generator polynomial [42554,
77304]. Performance for Viterbi algorithm with truncation window
80 is also illustrated for comparison.

complexity per information bit of the MLSDA without early
elimination grows with the information length when EbINo
is less than 6 dB, while the early elimination modification removes the correlation between the per-informationbit complexity and the information length, and makes the
average computational efforts per information bit irrelevant
to the length of the information sequence. This is because
the path expansion of the MLSDA with early elimination can
only occur within the A-level-window as shown in Fig. 1.
Therefore, the average decoding complexity per information
bit depends only on A rather than the information length.
It needs to be specially pointed out that although the perinformation-bit complexity of the MLSDA without early elimination grows as information length L increases at small SNRs,
it will not go without bound, and will be upper-bounded by
2 [2mL -(m -2) 2
2] IL for an (n, 1, m) code since the
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upto 6 dB, the decoding complexity per information bit of
both the MLSDA with and without early elimination becomes
independent of the memory order.

MLSDA is operated on a code trellis.
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Fig. 4. Average number of branch metrics computed per information
bit for (2,1,6) convolutional codes with information length L = 100.
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Fig. 5. Average number of branch metrics computed per information
bit for (2,1,6) convolutional codes at different EbINo. The upper
bound for the average number of branch metrics computed per
information bit is 2[2mL -2m(m -2) -2] L for an (n,1,m)
convolutional codes.

Figure 6 presents the simulation results of the average
decoding complexity per information bit versus the memory
order m. Five half-rate convolutional codes with memory
orders 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 are examined respectively with A equal
to 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30. The level thresholds are chosen
such that the performance degradations are negligible from
the maximum-likelihood decoder. It can be observed from
Fig. 6 that the decoding complexities of both the MLSDA
with or without early elimination grow exponentially as the
memory order increases at Eb/No < 4.5 dB. However,
the early elimination modification considerably reduces the
growth rate of the per-information-bit complexity with respect
to the memory order. Additionally, when Eb/No increases

100L
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7

Memory Order of Convolutional Codes
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Fig. 6. Average number of branch metric computed per information
bit for rate one-half convolutional codes with different memory order
m. The thresholds A = 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 are taken respectively for
m = 2,4, 6, 8, 10 with information length L = 100.

We now turn to the examination of the stack size requirement. Figure 7 illustrates the Open Stack size required to make
the stack overflow probability less than 10-3, which we termed
the 99.9% Open Stack size. Two observations are made on
Fig. 7. Firstly, the 99.9%o Open Stack size for the trellis-based
MLSDA without early elimination reaches its largest value
at medium SNRs rather than at low SNRs, specifically 1238
at Eb/No = 4.5 dB. This is because although the decoding
process visits almost all trellis nodes at low SNRs, most of
the visited paths will be directly eliminated by path merging
(cf. Step 3 in the trellis-based MLSDA algorithm). Notably,
when operating on a code tree, the stack size requirement
for sequential-type decoding algorithms increases as SNR
decreases; however, by operating on a code trellis, the MLSDA
can cut small the stack size requirement at low SNRs. The
second observation is that the 99.9% Open Stack size of the
MLSDA not only is significantly reduced but also becomes
less relevant to SNRs due to the introduction of the early
elimination. Quantitatively, the 99.9% Open Stack size, when
early elimination is applied, reduces to 179, which is only
one-seventh of the 1238, at Eb/No = 4.5 dB.
We end this section by emphasizing that the Closed Stack
actually consumes much less memory than the Open Stack.
For example, one can use a bitmap table that uses simply one
bit per node to identify whether or not a node has once been
the end node of a top path of the Open Stack. This is the
reason why only the size of the Open Stack is examined in
our simulations.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we propose to refine the MLSDA by earlyeliminating the top path whose level is no larger than the
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to sort the Open Stack in ascending order of path metric
values in order to identify the top path, and the latter is
used to determine the smallest level path for discarding when
the stack is full. This is contrary to the simple modification
of the early elimination where only an additional £max is
required to maintain. Further comparison on the two levelbased modifications on the MLSDA may be a future work of
interest.
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Fig. 7.
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ending level of the farthest expanded node minus a preset level threshold A. We show by simulations that a level
threshold about three times of the constraint length is adequate
to nearly achieve the maximum-likelihood performance under
the AWGN channel. With the early elimination modification, the resultant memory requirement and average decoding
complexity per information bit are significantly reduced, and
become almost irrelevant to the code memory order and input
information length at medium to high SNRs. Our simulation
result thus confirms the feasibility of attaining considerable
memory and complexity reductions without sacrificing much
of the performance by early elimination.
The idea behind the early elimination is from the observation that a top path whose end level is too small, when
being compared to the path ending at the farthest level in the
stack, is unlikely to be the maximum-likelihood code path,
and hence, can be directly eliminated without affecting much
of the performance. According to the same idea, one can also
straightforwardly set a maximal stack size on the Open Stack,
denoted as OPENMAX, and discard the path with the smallest
level whenever the number of paths in the Open Stack exceeds
OPENMAX. This is different from that proposed in [5], in
which the path with the largest metric value is eliminated
whenever the number of paths in the Open Stack exceeds its
limit.
By simulations, we observe from Fig. 8 that when the
information length L is equal to 100, the OPENMAX required
for less than 0.1 dB performance degradation is around 192
for the MLSDA that discards the smallest end-level path
when the stack is full. However, the OPENMAX required
for less than 0.1 dB performance degradation increases up
to 768 if the largest metric path is discarded instead. A major
problem of discarding the path with the smallest end level
is that it requires two indices to maintain the Open Stack,
i.e., a metric index and a level index. The former is used
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Fig. 8. Performances of (2,1,6) convolutional codes with information

length L = 100 and finite Open Stack Size under different pathdiscarding strategy.

In [2], Forney utilized the random coding argument to prove
that a truncation window of 5.8-times of code constraint length
is sufficient to achieve negligible performance degradation for
the Viterbi decoder. It should be interesting to analytically
derive the minimal level threshold A required to secure the
near maximum-likelihood performance along similar concept.
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